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Our Story represents the connection First Nations people 
have to culture and country. Each student’s totem animal has 
been incorporated into the design to represent connection 
to culture and to bring awareness of the significance that 
totem animals have to First Nations peoples.  

All totems have been represented in a cohesive land and 
sea design. The sea represents the connection the Torres 
Strait Islander peoples have with the ocean and the land 
represents the connection Aboriginal peoples’ have with 
place and country. 

Our artwork has four main sections. The headdress, shirt, 
cape, and skirt. The headdress represents the reef/ocean 
and has a large Sea Hawk at the top with other marine 
totems. The headdress and Sea Hawk were made using 
ghost netting, wire, shells, and other marine based items. 

From the headdress, the ocean flows down onto the shirt 
with a ghost netting sash made in marine colours.  

The sash was created by untwining ghost netting and 
gathering them into small bundles which were sewn 
together. The shirt then transforms into land at the bottom 
half through the representation of bird totems in an array 
of feathers. From the shirt, land continues onto the skirt 
through the depiction of cultural dot paintings of totem land 
animals and other First Nations symbols depicting land 
journeys and gatherings. 

The cape represents many of our sea totem animals with a 
Hammer Head shark, turtle, and stingray. This sea design 
transforms into the land at the bottom of the cape where 
a sandy beach represented using sand and First Nations 
symbols.   
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